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Given a graph G we dIenote by 1 G 1 t w order qJ,,f G (i.e the number of vertices) 
and by e(G) the number of edges~ WC wsite x E G to denote that x is a vertex of bi 
and F C G means that I: is a subgrapr: ~,f (2. If x E G then $i; (x ) denotes the 
degree of x i n G. The minimal degree ol’ G is denoted by 8(G) and the Set of 
vertices joined to x E G by r(x )I. If W is a s\c?t of vertices of G then G f W] is the 
subgraph spanned by IV. 
Given a multigraph F and a spanntiag suhgraph FO. denote by ST(F, F,,) 3 graph 
obtained from F by subdividing some sf the edges rtn! belonging to Fr,. CalI a p-.aph 
ST(F, Fo) a semi-ropobgical gruph F with kerne! F,,. A number of results in graph 
th :~ry can be formuIated as follolws: given a certain pair (F, &,) if a graph of order n 
ha!; sufficiently many edges then it contains an ST(F, F,). A result of this kind was 
proposed by P&a [6] as an exercise in a Hungarim journal- if e(G) 2 2 f G I-- 3 3 5 
then G contains a cycle x1 x2 0 l . x,,, and one af irs diagonals x, x,. The solutioro of 
this exerciix given by Czipszer implies that if e(G ) 2 (k + 1 )f G I then G contains a 
cycle and k diagonals incident with a vertex. ErLtis and I [Z] proved that if 
f&;}=n-~4zrndts(Ci)>f~(n- 1)j then G containis a cycle C, a vertex xa not on the 
cycXe and two edges @inine: na to vertices on C. Ma&r [ 41 (see aiso f 5)) proved that 
if e(C;) B 3 * P-“[ G f and p Z= 4 then G cantains a tsp&gical complete graph of 
order p, i.e. a graph obtained by the subdivision of \the edges of a complete graph c?f 
or&~ p, In order to prove a conjecture of Burr and\ Erdiis ccjncerning the ieqth of 
q&s mc~I1 k, i praved the foitpnwing result. K3ven natural numbers d and s there is 
m con$Wnt cd8 such that if &(a) & car f t? 1 thr;:n G contains a vertex x,,, a path Y not 
containing xu; and rf paths tf Iea$th s joining x0 to vertices of P such that any two of 
thme paths have or,@ the velrtex x0 in common. 
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we also hwe FO C G. The aim of 
a forest. 
this note is to prove th;rt this cannot happen if FtI is 
Denote by 9, (t 2 2) the set of graphs G such tha.t 1 C3 12 t and 
e(G)afIGl - (‘i ‘) + 1. 
1t is easily seen that if G E 9& then G contains a subgraplh whose minimal degree is 
at least t + I. This implies that if Ft, is a forest, t = f F, I-_ 1 2 1, G E D, and x0 E G 
then G - x0 contains an F,,. Given F(, let d 2 1 be the minimal integer such that this 
holds for the graphs of 9,+ 
Theorem 1. LetF,,CF,CFzC l ... where each F,, i ~3 1, is a multigraph aving the 
sumevertexsetasF,,ande(E)-e(F,)=i, i=l,:?i.... . Putd,=2’d. 
, and x0 E G then G contains ast STfF,, Fn) such that x0 $Z FO. 
Prosf. We apply induction on i. !For i :=5 0 tkcre is nothing to prove since d is 
chosen exactly to ensure that if G E !& and xoE G then G - x0 contains an FO. 
Suppose i >O and the theorem holds for smaller values of n. Now we apply 
induction on n = fG1. Note that G Egd, implies /G/a& -t2 and if /Gl=d, +2 
then G is the complete graph of order d$ -t 2. Thus we may assume that 1 G I> 4 -f- 2 
and the assertion holds for graphs of smaller order. 
Put G,, = G (f (x0)]. We shall distinguish two cases according to the Qalue of 
(GO). 
(a) Suppose first that S(Go) 2 die Then GOf 9d,_, so Go contains an ST@ + Fo), 
say S,. Let Q and b be the vertices of S, rorresponding to the endvertices of the 
edge of F, that is not atr edge of Fs _ I. (Since e(Fi)--e(.F’,-l)= 1 and E-1 C Fi, the 
vertices a and 6 are uniquely determined.) Then in G we can join a LO b by the 
path ax,,6 to obtain a required ST(E, Fn) subgraph of G. 
(b) Suppose now that S(Go) < dt - 1. Let y E Go be a ~=rtex such that d&y)6 
d, -- 1. Denote by G * the graph obtained from G by contracting the edge xoy to a 
vertex x *. Then fG*}=fG)-lad,+2and 
e(G*)-e(G)=dti,(y)+Mdi. 
Hence G * E 9,. Therefore by the induction hypothesis G * contains an sT(E, Fo) 
subgraph such that x * is not a vertex of the kernel &. Consequently n- * appem on 
at most one path joining two vertices of this &, in particular this FO is in 
I(;*-X*= G - (x, y). It is easily sen that then G contains an ST(E, Fti) with the 
same kernel &, completing the proof. 
Corollary 2, Let Fn be a spanning tree of K p, the complete graph of order p. If 
e(G)z=Z ft’t (p - l)fG/ 
fern G conlains cd subgraph obtained from KP 5y subdiuidiq some of the edges not 
be ing to F+ 
Note that the subgraph guaranteed in CoroYJary 2 is a special topoJogicaJ 
complete graph of order p, so in a sense CoroJ!ary 2 is a refinement of the result of 
Mader [G]. 
It so happen:; that the general theorem of this note guarantees herter constants cd9 
than the ones proved in [J]. 
Prmf. Let F’,, be the tree obtained by identifying the initial vertices of d paths of 
length s. Let F be obtained from F,, by adding to it d - 1 edges, forming a path 
containing all the terminal vertices of the path. Then the subgraph guaranteed in 
the coroliary IS exactly an ST(F, F,). Since jF,/ = ds + 1 and c(F) - e(F,) = d - 1, 
the assertion follows from Theorem i. 
In [l] a somewhat weaker form of Corollary 3 was used to solve a problem posed 
by Burr and Erdos [3]. Using Corollary 3 one gets the foliowing resuJt. 
Let k be an odd natural number and suppose 
Then for every natura’f numb *r I the graph G contains a cycle of length I mod k. 
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